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BEHA VIOR OF FUEL LIQUID-FIL乱1:FLOW IN INTAKE 
MANIFOLD OF TWO STROKE CYCLE ENGINE. 
Shigenobu Hayashi and Norihiro Sawa * 
Abstruct 
ln a carburettor engine， the most of fuel feed from a carburettor flows along inside wal of intake manifuld 
in the from of liquid， which shows an aspect of very complex. Therefore， itseems that the behavior of 
liquid-film flow has a remarkable influence on， inparticular， the cyclevariation of effective mixtur巴strength
in the cylinder， the fuel distribution in a multi-cylinder engine and also the mixture formation during a 
transitional running. 
Accordingly， to巴xaminein detail the behavior of fu巴1liquid-film， the authors have tried to measure 
directly the amount of liquid-film by means of a separator inserted in intake manifold and at the same time 
to record the instantaneous behavior and the distribution of its thickness by the change in electric con-
ductivity 
This paper presents the results obtained from th巴experimentsas mentioned above目
1. Introduction 
In a gasoline engine， the most of fuel supplied from a carburettor does not vaporize and 
flows along inside-wall of intake pipe to an engine cylinder as liquid. Not only the flow 
quantity of this liquid-fuel is remarkable influenced by the dimension of intake pipe system 
and the running condition but also the flow state shows an aspect of very complexY) 
Therefore， itseems that the behavior of fuelliquid-film flow has a remarkable influence on， 
in particular， the cycle variation of effective mixture strength in the cylinder， the fuel dis-
tribution in the multi-cylinder engine under a stationary operation and also the mixture 
formation during a transitional running(2)叶 6) Accordingly， to examine in detai! the behavior 
of liquid-film flow， the fuel distribution and the fuel supplied state under a transitional 
running as well as a stationary operation， the authors have tried to measure directly the 
amount of fuelliquid-film flow by means of the separator inserted in the intake manifold of 
the small-sized two stroke cycle engine and to record the instantaneous behavior and dis-
tribution of fuel liquid-film thickness from the change in electric conductivity. Such 
experimental results will discribed in the following 
2. Experimental Apparatus and Method 
2.1 Experiment on Behavior of Fuel Liquid-Film Flow 
A general layout of expermental apparatus for the behavior is shown in Fig. 1. In this 
figure， an intake pipe system used is transparent， so that it is possible to observe the behavior 
of fuelliquid-film flow and to take the photograph of these. The authors used a test engine 
E-125 i.e. a crankcase compressed two stroke cycle engine for motor bicycle， whose dimen 
sions are discribed in Table 1. Moreover， al the tests are carried out in the motoring state 
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Table 1 Dimension of test engine 
Test engine Stroke volume 
Type of inlet 
valve 
Diam巴terof 
intake pipe 
21訂1江1E125 123cc 
E-360 359cc 36mm valve 
Fig. 1 General layout of 
expermental appa 
ratus (E-125) 
Cyc. : Cyclon巴
Cab.ーCarburettor
p : Electrode 
t : Thermocouple 
Sep. : Separator (Fig. @) 
lnd. : Pressure indicator 
Fig. 3 Dimension of intake m呂nifold
EP : Position of electrode 
Piston 
Fig.2 Genrallayout of experimental apparatus (E-360) 
①Test engine ②Variable speed motor ③lnlet 
plpe ④⑤Electrode for measuring liquid-film 
thickness ⑥ Pressure indicator ⑦ Burette 
⑧ TDC marker ⑨ Exhaust throttle valve ⑬ Carb-
urettor ⑪ lndex of carburettor叩ennin耳⑫lnst-
antaneous laminar flow meter ⑬ Manometer for 
laminar flow meter ⑬Float chamber ⑮Fuel flow 
meter ⑬ Fuel tank ⑪Manometer for measuring 
①耐tpressure 
-L22: 
三①
??
? ?
?
0.5 い
け作、『別
Fig. 4 Calibration curve (Concentration of solution) 
H : Amplitude on口scillogrm
h : Thickness (or depth) of liquid-film 
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Table 2 Charactor of used rlethanol 
Table 3 Calculated value of [Gα/Gf ]/(Gα/Gf) 
Carbur巴toropning (8) 
Mixture ratio (Ga/Gf) 
30
0 
1.277 
1.196 
90。
0.890 
1.004 
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and then a separator and two cyclones were exserted， ifnecessary for the purpose of ex-
periment. For the measurement of instantaneous thickness of fuelliquid-film， methanol (see 
Table 2) instead of gasoline is used as fuel， in which extremely small quantity of CH3COONa 
is dissolved to increase the electric conductivity and the fuel liquid-film thickness is in 
directly determined from the change in its electric conductivity owing to the thickness of 
solution. Therefore， the many electrodes were setted on the pipe wall in the respective 
positions (see Fig. 1) to measure the circumferential and longitudinal distribution of liquid 
film thickness. The flow rate (Gfl) and thickness (h) of fuelliquid-film are simultaneously 
measured over a wide range of the intake pipe length (Ls)， the flow rate of supplied fuel (Gf)， 
the opening of carburettor (C) and the engine speed (N) etc. 
2.2 Experiment on Distribution of Fuel Liquid-Film Flow 
A general layout of experimental apparatus for the distribution is shown in Fig. 2. A 
test engine is a crankcase-compressed two stroke cycle engine with two cylinder E-360， 
whose main dimensions are discribed in Table 1 and al the tests carried out in the motoring 
state. An intake pipe system③ wth the exception of branch part is transparent so that it is 
possible to observe the state of fuelliquid-film traveling from a carburettor to the individual 
cylinder via an intake manifold and to take the photograph of these. Beside， to measure the 
instantaneous thickness of fuel liquid-film flow， the many electrodes were setted on the 
inside-wall in front and in rear④⑤of branch part of intake manifold and that two separators 
⑦ were inserted in the cylinder side to measure directly its flow quantity. The principle 
dimension and shape of intake manifold are shown in Fig. 3. Further， though regular 
gasoline was mainly used to examine the effects of various factors on the quantitative 
distribution of fuel liquid-film flow， on the other hand， for experiment pertaining to the 
behavior of fuelliquid-film thickness， methanol instead of gasoline was emploied as fuel， in 
which contains CH3COONa of 0.1-1 volume percentage~ In the wide range of various 
operating conditions， that is， the carburettor opening (8) is from 300 to 90 (ful open)， the 
inclinated angle (β) of intake manifold is 40_ ど， the additional pipe length (Ls) is O-lOOcm 
and the mixture ratio (Ga/Gf) is 5-20 etc.， we measured breathing air capacity (Ga)， the 
amount of supplied fuel (Gf)， the quantity of fuel liquid-film flowing to individual cylinder 
(Glb， GlC) and its temperature (t) after the engine condition reached to a stationary state in 
(279) 
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motoring operation. Moreover， to examine the principle cause of maldistribution， the 
circumferential distribution of fuelliquid.film thiclαless in each position ④，⑤and the pres‘ 
sure variation in both crankcase ⑥ and intake pipe⑥ are simultaneously recorded on a 
electromagnetic oscillogram. 
2.3 Measurement of Fuel Liquid-Film Thickness 
Before adopting the method， as was stated previously， we have repeated many preli 
minary experiments on the selection of electrode's material and of substance to be dissolved 
and then the condition of fuelliquid.film formation， which is mainly affected by its viscosity 
and surface tention etc. In general， since the electric conductivity of fuel (i.e. solution) can 
be changed by its concentration， the temperature decrease of the solution due to evaporation 
and the source voltage for measuring circuit etc. as understood from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5， itis 
necessary to determine the experimental conditions. Therefor， we adopted the foUowing 
conditions from the experimental results. 
Electrode's material : platinum or stainless steel 
Electrode's diameter : 2mm ct(see Fig. 4 (0) 
H 
3 
t 
CHCOONa 
0.1 0'，。
ε1l I -20V 2s 
=' 1 2'5V / 
工21 ，/ 1;4 
， 
I 
/ 
/ 
2 
ノグ /1 噌噂E
0.5 h mm 
Fig. 5 Calibration curv巴
(Effects of source voltage and fuel 
temperetur巴)
Carb. 
「??
a b 
N = 600 rpm 
m= 9.6 
Y. =2.1 m/s ， 
???
?
h 
mm 
h 
mm 
Fig. 6 Circumferential distribution of fuel 
liquid-film thickness for engine speed 
(E125) 
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Distance between electrodes 
Source voltage 
Fuel 
Dissolved substance 
: 5mm (see Fig. 4 (t) 
: 5 V (50Hz) 
wood alcohol 
CH3COONa (volume ratio 0.1-1%) 
3. Experimental Results and Considerations 
3.1. Flow Rate and Thickness of Fuel Liquid-Film under Stationary Operation 
3.1.1 Intake Pipe Length (Ls) 
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The distribution of fuel liquid-film thickness (h) in the longitudinal direction of intake 
pipe depends on the spray's condition of fuel flowing out from a carburettor， the adhesion of 
floating fuel droplet to the pipe wall， the evaporation from fuel liquid-film flow， the 
gravitational force etc.， so that the pheno- 0.5 
menon is extremely complicated and can be h 
changed by not only the atomospherlc state mm 
but also the driving condition of engine， that 
is， the mixture ratio (m)， the opening of 
carburettor (C) and the engine speed (N) etc. 
For this reason， the au伽
able to draw any systematic conclusion， but 
the outline of results obtained from Fig. 6 
and Fig. 7 are as follows. 
0 
0.5 
0 
0.5 
① Some part of fuel flowed out from a h 
carburettor attaches to the pipe wall in front mm 
of the electrode a (i.e. 1 = 65 mm) and that 
flows along the inside wall in the form of 0 
0.5 liquid. In the case of low engine speed (e.g. 
N=600 rpr 
fuel liquid flow is drop-like but the drops 
gather with their advance towards the engine，。
consequently so-called fuel liquid-film flow is 1 
formed. Of course， there is the descending Fig. 7 Circumf:.~ential distribution of fuel 
liquid-film thickn巴sior carburettor 
flow under the influence of the gravitational o;ening (E-125) 
force while the evaporation from liquid-film flow proceeds. 
Since this amount of evaporation exceeds a sum of the descending fuel liquidfilm flow 
rate and the floating fuel-droplet quantity adhered to the pipe wall， the fuelliquid-film at the 
bottom wall (i.e. position 5) gradually becomes thinner. Such a tendency becomes more 
remarkable with richer mixture ratio (m) as shown in Fig. 6. Both come under an 
equilibrium， however， ifthe distance from the fuel jet of carburettor becomes 115mm (i.e 
position b) and the thickness of fuel liquidイilmdoes not almost change. 
② Since the velocity of breathing air (Vα=Qa/f;) increases with the engine speed (N)， 
the evaporation of fuelliquid-film is promoted and its quantity approaches to a saturation 
(281) 
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On the other hand， the place attached with the floating fuel droplet moves towards the engine 
side. Thereupon， the fuel liquid-film thickness on the upper wall (i.e. position 1) does not 
always become thinner at a place nearer to the engine side and also the thickness at the 
bottom wall (i.e. position 5) does not become so much thinner. 
③If the opening of the carburettor is small (for example C -1/4)， vortexes appears in 
the downstream of the throttle valve and fuel spray adheres on the pipe wall in front of the 
electrode a (l.e.l = 65 mm). While the evaporation of fuel is promoted and the fuelliquid-film 
at the electrode b ( 1= 115 mm) tends to become thinner because of high negative pressure 
in the intake pipe， the fuelliquid-film is affected by the gravitational force due to low velo 
city of breathing air and becomes rather thicker at the electrode c (1 = 165 mm) 
④ The evaporation of fuel depends very much on the atmospheric condition， that is， 
the temperature and the humidity of breathing air so that， on the contrary， the fuelliquid-film 
becomes gradually thicker at a place nearer to the engine side in the cace of high humidity 
and low temperature. 
3.1.2 Engine Speed (N) 
While the circumferential distribution of fuel liquid-film thickness in the high engine 
speed (e.g. Nニ3000rpm，Vαニ 11.5m/s) is approximatelyuniform， when the low engine speed 
(i.e. both of Ga and Gf decredse)， the fuel liquid-film becomes gradually thicker and its 
variation is also increased. When less than 1000 rpm (Vα 二 5.2m/s)， however， the influence of 
the gravitational force predominates， on the contrary， the fuel liquid-film， in Nニ 600rpm 
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Fig. 9 Fuelliquid-film thickness (h) and flow 
rate ratio (Gfl/Gl) for breathing air 
amount 
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(V，α=1.85 m/s)， on the upper wall becomes thinner and that on the bottom wall results thicker 
as presented in Fig. 8. This makes decreased the floatation and the evaporation of fuel 
(presumed on the basis of temperature decrease of mixture) so that the ratio of fuel liquid-
film flow rate (GfdGf) isgradually increased as shown in Fig. 8. 川 d
In this case， the mean thickness of fuelliquid-film is given by hm = 1/πD I h.dz equals 
to 0.05-0.15 mm， which is extremely thin as inclued in same figure. 。
3.1.3 Upening of Carburettor (C) 
When the carburettor is gradually closed while the other factors being kept constant， the 
mean velocity of breathing air (Va) isdecreased and it makes the influence of the gravita 
tional force larger. Consequently， the fuel liquid-film on the upper wall becomes thinner 
while that on the bottom wall becomes thicker as shown in Fig. 9. At this time， the ratio of 
fuelliquid-film flow rate to supplied fuel (GfdGf) isalso increased. A contrary tendency to 
this can be observed， however， in such a case as the intake pipe is sufficiently long so that 
most of the floating fuel droplet adhere to the pipe wall. In this case， GfdGf was given by 
the following equation. 
GfdGf= (l-0.05m. Yf!ra)/QaU，3 
Where， m is mixture ratio， Yf is specific weight of fuel，ゐisspecific weight of breathing 
O.5r 
h ~ t'=1?99，pm 
0.5 
mm I C=4/4 
0.5 
0 
0 
/干?ヤ y六
10 20 m 30 
Fig. 10 Fuelliqt，;id.film thickness (h) and flow 
rate ratio (Gf1/Gf) for mixture 
strength (m) 
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air， Qa is volume flow rate of breathing air. 
3.1.4 Flow Rate of Supplied Fuel (Gf) 
If the f10w rate of supplied fuel (Gf) is low， the Iiquid fuel on the pipe wall flows as 
drop-like form and its velocity is not high， but with the rich mixture strength， itforms fuel 
liquid→film flow， its velocity is also increased and its distribution in the circumferencial 
direction results in heterogeneous as seen in Fig. 10. At this time， since the evaporation of 
fuel within the intake pipe is not so much altered (presumed on the basis of temperature 
decrease of mixture)， the ratio of fuel liquid-film flow rate to supplied fuel (GfdGf) is
gradually increased. The mutual relation between this ratio (GfdGf) and the fuelliquid-film 
thickness (h) (in particular， at the bottom wall) at the electrode (c) of engine side can be also 
observed in same figure. Such a fuelliquid-film is more easily affected by pulsating wave if 
the mixture is richer， the intake pipe is longer， the rotation is of lower speed， the carburettor 
openm又isful， consequently， the liquid surface variates violently as shown in Fig. 11. Some-
times， the stagnant fuel (h= 1-3mm) appears near a nodal plane (s=3) of the vibration of 
air column in the intake pipe and the spray is produced. 
This spray moves slowly within the intake pipe or disappears suddenly， then another 
61 ハ-b 0.1 
H 71 % 
hm 1 E-125 
行1m
0.05 
。
0.15 
hm 
mml 
jump 
0.11 
1.r/N=Eoam 
?
? 〉
3 
Fig. 12 Mean flow velocity (V fm) of fuel 
liquid.film 
02 
new one is on広inatedand so forth， the circum-
stance being very irregular and unstable. It 
appears， for this reason， that the air-fuel ratio 
of mixture actually sucked into the en只me Fig.13 M巴旦nthickness of fuelliquid-film flow 
cylinder f1uctuates remarkably. (hm) for Qfl/Qf and Qfl 
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3.1.5 Flow Rate and Thickness of Liquid-Film 
The liquid-film flow rate (QflCC/S) is given by 
Qft=J:Dj:Vfdh dz 
285 
Where it is difficult to measure directly the flow velocity of liquid-film (Vfcm/s)， of which 
thicknes is extremely thin (for example h=O.05-0.5 mm). 
Now， Fig. 12 shows the mean flow velocity of fuelliquid-film (Vfm=Qfd 7τDhm) calcu-
lated on the bぉisof山 meanthickness (hm = 1/πDJ:コゐ) 川 eci山山r陀C削 e悦叩r日en此t
dir陀ectiωon0ぱffuell日lqU山Iid-film and 0ぱft出heflow rate (Qf刀l)obtained by a separator. As can be 
seen 1旧nthe f白19ur陀e，although the mean velocity of liquid-film (V fm) is proportional to the flow 
rate (QfJ， itis not always proportional to the engine speed (N)， i.e. the mean velocity of 
breathing air (Va). 
If it is assumed that the flow velocity distribution follows a low of 117 power， Qfl is given 
as folJows 
Qf刀t 二 β 九吋L~ M 
It s臼eemst出ha抗tt出hisis caused by the increased mean flow velocity， because， under the 
1.0 
l♀立ι
G寸、GT， f 
0.5 
下主。
0.1 
hm 
mm 
。
5 10 15 m 2D 
Fig. 14 Fuelliquid→film flow rate ratio (Gf，/Gf) 
and mean thickness (hm) for mixture 
strength (m) 
じ「ト」J=1ml
工0.6
0.4 
0.2 
ミ
<cl' 
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Fig. 15 Distribution of fuelliquid-film flow and 
carburettor opening (8') 
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influence of the gravitational force， the liquid-film on the bottom wall becomes remarkably 
thicker and it results the increase of its flow velocity in spite of lower air velocity (Va) as 
600rpm. In the same figure， the mean flow velocity (V fm) determined from the time lag in 
the beginning of fuelliquid-film flow， which isobserved with electrodes at three points (a， b， 
c，) when the engine has started (A in Fig.) and the value (B) obtained by a method to supply 
fuel rapidly by means of rapid ascent of the float chamber are also indicated. Since the 
mean flow velocity (V fm) under pulsating flow is slow as observed in this figure， itthus 
appears that even with a practical length of intake pipe， there exist several seconds of 
so-called manifold lag. In addition， the mean thickness (hm) isproportional to the ratio of fuel 
liquid-film flow rate to supplied fuel (QfdQf) as shown in Figs. 13 and 14， so that it is possible 
to estimate， by contraries， QfdQf from the measured value of hm. 
3.2. Distribution of Fuel Liquid-Film Flow under Stationary Operation. 
3.2.1 Opening Angle of Carburettor (θ) 
If the engine speed (N) and the mixture ratio (Ga/Gf) are kept a constant， the delivery 
ratio (K) shows a tendency to increase in proportional to the opening angle of throttle valve 
(8)， on the other hand， the declination of boost pressure (ムp)between both cylinders (B， C) 
decreases with that as shown in Fig. 15. On this occasion， the ratio of the fuel liquid-film 
flow quantity (Gl=Glb+G1C) to the supplied fuel (Gf)， the so-called fuel liquid-film flow 
quantity ratio (GzlGf) is litle changed. However， at 1500 rpm， a throttle settling of 90 
degrees (that is ful opening)， the amount of liquid-fuel flowing into the cylinder B， in other 
words， G1b/G1 isless than 0.5. On the other hand， when the opening angle of carburettor (8) 
Fig. l(i Pressur巴variationin intake pipe (P，) 
Fig. 17 Pressure variation in crankcase (Pc) 
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is smaller than 50 degrees， the more fuel liquid-film flows rather into the cylinder B side， 
namely， G1b/GI is greater than 0.5; Besides， the distribution of fuelliquid-film travelling to 
individual cylinder becomes rapidly poor and thεn the so-called distribution ratio (G1b/GI) 
reaches in 0.8 to 1.0 at the condition that the carburettor opening angle (8) equals to 30 
degrees (idle setting)ー Inthis way， the experimental result that the most part of fuel 
liqufd-film is flowed into one-side cylinder means to make the true mixture ratio in individual 
cylinder very ununiform， however， the pressure variations during intake process in the inlet 
port and crankcase of both cylinders are observed litle dissimilarity as shown in Figs. 16 and 
17. 
If keeping a constant mixture strength (Ga/Gf)， the delivery ratio (K) becomes less， and 
the amount of fuelliquid-film flow (Gl) diminishes because of the supplied fuel quantity (Gf) 
decreases with the delivery ratio (K). 
But， since the ratio of the fuelliquid-film travelling on the only bottom surface to that on 
the whole circumference wall of intake pipe is increased by the effect of gravitational force 
and then the rotative flow occurs， itis resulted that the circumference distribution of fuel 
liquid-film becomes very ununiform as shown in Fig. 18. Concequently， itthus appears that 
the maldistribution of fuelliquid-film thickness has a large influence on the distribution of its 
flow quantity and also the smaller the absolute value of that (Gl) becomes， the larger the 
distribution ratio (G1b/GI) results in. 
3.2.2 Mixture Ratio (Ga/Gf) 
E「88jl15守
_/ _/人J7Q3 
工
5 6 7 8 1
0.2 
? ? ?
? ? ???????
?
? ? ?
?
、 ? ? ? ?
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、
? ? ?
?
? ?
。1 ー???
Fig. 18 Distribution of fuel liquid-film 
flow in each position (品， b， c)
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Fig. 19 Distribution of fu巴lliquid-filmflow and 
mixture ratio (Ga/Gf) 
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When the supplied fuel quantity is gradually decreased while the other condition being 
kept a constant， the delivery ratio (K) is litle variation as shown in Fig. 19. Consequently， 
the、evaporationof liquid-fuel in the intake manifold is promoted so that the fuel liquid-film 
flow ratio (GtlGf) becomes less， the distribution ratio (G1b/Gf) isincreased. It is seemed by 
the reason that the leaner the mixture ratio (Ga/Gf) becomes， that is， the smaller the supplied 
fuel quantity (Gβbecomes， the larger the influences of microscopic shape deviation in branch 
part and of uniform thickness of fuel liquid-film on its distribution becomes. Now， ifit is 
assumed that the floating fuel in intake manifold is equally divided into each cylinder， the 
relation between the essential mixture strength(Ga/Gf)in indivitual cylinder and the mixture 
ratio (Ga/Gf) supplied from a carburettor is given by 
(Ga/Gf)/{Ga/Gf) = (1十字(1 -2全.!>_)一l、Jf 、Jl
The rough calculated result with the experimental data (G1b/GI， GtlGf) obtained from 
Fig. 19 are shown in table 3， which presents that the smaller not only the carburettor opening 
(8) and also the mixture ratio (Ga/Gf) becomes， the poorer the mixture distribution between 
both cylinders (B， C) becomes. 
3.2.3 Engine Speed (N) i 21] 1 IG.lGf =10 
Although the deli very叫 o(K)lncmm gJ 宇守主主」ーとゴ
with the engine speed (N) as understood from 0.8 
Fig. 20， the fuel liquid-film flow ratio (GtlGf) ヱ
is not almost changed within the range of this 0.5 
experiment (i.e. N = 1200 -2000 rpm). But i t 
appears ordinarily that the increase of delivery 
ratio (K) acts as uniform for the circumferen- 0.2 
tial distribution of fuelliquid-film thickness (h) 1 
so that， in particular， the distribution in the 
case of small throttle setting is improved and 
the change of distribution ratio (G1b/GI) owing 
to the carburettor opening (8)， for example， 
the difference of distribution ratio between 8 
=30 deg. and 90 deg. becomes small. 02 
3.2.4 Inclined Angle (β) of Intake Mani- 0β 
fuW ~ 
As a rule， the delivery ratio (K) decreases O 03 
with the carburettor opening (8) and also with 
the engine speed (N) so that the ratio of fuel 
liquid-film flow quantity flowing on the 
bottom surfa乙eto that on the whole inside wall 
。
h、
事Y
jU 戸内
司刻V
N= 
-2000 
'1500 
1200rpm 
M 、。
of a horizontal intake pipe is increased by the Fig.20 Distribution of fuelliquid.film flow and 
engine speed (N) 
influence of gravitational force 
(288) 
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On such an occasion， ifthe inclined angle 
(β) of intake manifold is changed， the dis-
tribution ratio (Glb/Gl) is remarkably varied as 
shown in Fig_ 21， for example， with a throttle 
setting of 30 deg_， Glb/Gl ischanged from 0.2 
at s= -10 deg_ to 0.9 at s=O deg.. Accord-
ingly， ifa automobile engine is operated at the 
partial load， in addition to that， the intake 
manifold is slightly inclined or the mechanical 
vibration is occured， itis conjectured from the 
result mentioned above that the distribution of 
fuel liquid-film flow becomes very poor and 
yet unsteady. Fig.21 Distribution of fueliquid-film flow and 
inclined angle (βl of intake manifold 
-1 
30 60 90 e。
3.2.5 Inlet Pipe Length (Ls) 
When the pi pe length (Ls) between the 
carburettor and the branch part of intake 
manifold is very long， the delivery ratio (K) is 
not change at the range of θ< 50. or rather 
decreases at e > 50. as shown in Fig. 22. On 
the other hand， since the fuel liquid-film is 
evaporated while flowing toward the separa-
tor， the thickness becomes gradualy thin and 
it is resulted that the fuelliquid-film fow ratio 
(GdGf) for the long pipe is smaler than that of 
the short length. 
Moreover， the liquid-fuel just adhered on 
the pipe wall after injected out a carburettor is 
unsteady state and also very turbulent， but it 
approaches the steady state and then the 
turbulence is declined in proportion as the 
liquid-film proceeds toward the engine cylin-
der via intake manifold. On account of these 
effects， the longer the additional intake pipe 
length (Ls) from the carburettor to the branch 
part becomes， the blo!tter the distribution of 
liquid-film becomes. 
Especially， itappears that the smaller the 
throttle setting of carburettor (θ) and then the supplied fuel (Gf) are kept， the larger i ts
effort becomes 
3.2.6 Kind of Fuel 
Although the regular gasoline was mainly used， itwas unavoidable from a reason men-
N = 2000 rpπ、
ら/G旬。=10
Fig.22 Distribution of fueliquid-film flow and 
intake pipe length (Lsl 
L. 
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Fig. 25 Response of fuel flow (E-125) 
A. F. : Air flow rate (laminart yped flow meter) 
F. F. : Fuel rat巴(capacitytyp巴dflow meter) 
P. P. Pressure in inlet port (strain耳aug巴
typed indicator) 
tioned at the experimental method so that methanol instead of gasoline was used to measure 
the thickness of fuel liquid film flow (h). But， in spite of some difference of physical 
character between both fuel for example， latent heat， surface tension and aensity etc.， it
can be known from Fig. 23 that the distribution ratio (Glb/G1) is not mostly difference. In 
I 1 r 1CD ¥ 
the next place， the mean thickness of fuelliquid-film I hm=一云 I h'dzJ in each point 
¥ 7rLノ .10 I 
(B， C) calculated with the experimental value of its circumferential thickness and the so-
called distribution ratio of fuel liquid film thickness (hmb/(hmb十hmc)Jare arranged against 
the carburettor opening (8) in Fig. 24. As compared these with the experimental results 
shown in Fig. 15， the mutual relationship between the distribubon of fuel liquid-film flow 
quantity and of its thickness is sufficiently estimated 
3.3 Behavior of Fuel Liquid-Film Flow under Transitional Operation 
3.3.1 General Behavior 
Generally， although such a small-sized carburettor is comparatively superior in the 
indicial response of fuel injected from a fuel-jet (see Fig. 25)， the most of its fuel are sucked 
into the engine cylinder as liquid， itthus appears that the behavior of fuelliquid-film flow has 
a remarkable influence on， in particular， the mixture formation during a transitional runing 
and the mixture distribution in multi-cylinder engine. According to the experimental result 
in Fig. 26， itis observed that the behavior of fuelliquid-film thickness in the intake pipe (T2， 
T3) is closely related to not only that in the scavenging passage (Sz， S3) and also the aspect of 
fuel vapour concentration (E3) obtained from the electrical conductivity in the exhaust 
mixture from the cylinder. 
Similary， we operated a single cylinder engine by using methanol instead of gasoline as 
90 80 
Fig. 24 D巴viationof mean fuel liquid-film 
thickn巴s
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Fig.23 Distribution of fuelliquid-film flow and 
kind of fu巴i
A: Methanol 
G : Gasoline 
N=1200rpm 
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fuel and recorded the behavior of the fuel liquid-film thickness as well as the maximum 
combustion pressure (P) while opening rapidly the throttle valve of a carburettor. The 
correlation between the both are observed from the oxperimental result shown in Fig. 27 and 
also it is understood that the behavior of fuelliquid-film flow in the intake manifold have a 
large influence on the mixture formation， that is， the combustion state during a transitional 
runmng. 
Although i:he behavior of fuel supply condition under the transitional operation is 
complicated as mentioned above， itis possible to obtain easily the instantaneous flow rate of 
fuel practically sucked into the engine cylinder(Gf;(t))if the fuelliquid-film thickness in the 
circumferentail and longitudinal direction of the intake pipe are approximately uniform 
Accordingly， that is' roughly given by 
Gf;(t)ニ Gjt)-dGfl(t)/dt 
Where G)t) is the instantaneous fuel flow rate supplied from a carburettor， Gfl(t) is the 
instantaneous fuel liquid-film flow rate. Let us now assume that the flow velocity of fuel 
liquid-film (V f) is proportional to the breathing air velocity (Va) and the former's distribution 
follows a low of 1/7 power， then 
Gfi (t) = Gf(t)一 β・Vah1/7(t)互主ill
dt 
If the instantaneous thickness of liquid-film h(t) is actually measured， consequently， it
is possible to know the behavior of difference-(Gfi(t)-Gjt)) between practically sucked 
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Fig. 26 Mutual relation between behavior of 
fuel liquid-film thickness in intake 
plpe， m scavengmg passage 
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Fig.27 Combustion maximum pressure (p) and 
fuelliquid-film thickn巴s(H) 
292 Shigenobu Hayashi and Norihiro Sawa 
and supplied fuels. That is， when dh(t)/dt> 
0， Gfi(t)<Gjt) and vice versa. With such an 
inference， the authors have measured the 
variation of fuelliquid-film thickness when the 
carburettor has been rapidly opened and 
closed. The outline of results obtained are as 
follows 
3.3.2 Opening and Closeing Speed of 
Carburettor 
If the throttle valve of carburettor is 
slowly opened， both breathing air and fuel are Fig. 28 Variation of fuelliquid-film thickness 
。 1百
supplied without any time lag (see Fig. 25)， 
but the response of fuel liquid-film flow is 
inferior so that the fuel liquid-film thickness 
attains a value at the stationary condition only 
dh(t) after it becomes once thicker ~一一一> 0 as 
dt 
shown in Fig. 28 Perhaps this means that the 
difference between sucked and supplied fuel 
becomes negative， atfirst， that is， the mixture 
ratio is weaker than the set-up value and then 
it becomes positive， consequently， richer 
mixture and so forth to attain finally the con 
dition of a stationary running (this pheno 
menon is often reallized in the case of a low 
engine speed and a long intake pipe). If the 
carburettor israpIdly opened，however，the u 
fuel liquid-film follows the inverse course ち
That is， the fuelliquid-film begins to become 
rapidly thinner slightly after the opening of 
the carburettor and returns slowly to the 
stationary thickness after a while as shown in 
Fig. 29 (in the case of a high engine speed 
斗ど宇ヲつ
t3 
s 
1/5吟%
5 
? ? ?
with a short intake pipe). 
3.3.3 Engine Speed (N) 
Since， in general， the fuel liquid-film ch喧
anges as shown in Fig. 29， the influences of 
prescribed engine speed (N) on beginning of Fig. 29 Response time lag (td2ん) of fu巴l
thickness reduction (t1)， the time (tz) when the liquid.film thickness 
liquid-film becomes thinnest etc. are investigated 
Those results are inclued in same figure. According to the figure， the more the engine 
speed is high， the more the change of air flow velocity (Vα) caused by the opened carburettor 
(292) 
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is larger. Consequently， the response time lag 15 
(t1， tz) of fuel liquid-film thickness become 
shorter but on the other hand the time (t3) 
which is necessary to return to a stationary 
state becomes longer with slow change， so that 
it is difficult to decide the correct value. In 
the next place，.larger displacement (e.g. C-1/ 5 
→ 4/4) of throttle valve causes larger change 
of fuel liquid-film thickness and larger res-
ponse lag (tz). 
3.3.4 Mixture Ratio (m) 
The fuel liquid-film on the bottom wall 
becomes thicker if the mixture is excessively 
rich. Under such a condition， the responsive 
ness of fuel liquid-film flow is comparatively 
better， that is t1 = 0.2 sec.， tz = 1.5 sec. when 
the mixture strength equal to 5.5. Moreover， 
t1， tz and t3 increase with the mixture ratio as 
shown in Fig. 29. This means that the more 
rich condition of actual sucked mixture than 
set-up value continues for about two seconds 
and further several seconds are necessary until 
a stationary condition is realized. In this way， 
one can understand that the existence of fuel 
liquid-film flow in the intake pipe has a large 
influence on the fuel supply condition during a 
transitional running 
3.3.5 Carburettor Opening (C) and Pipe 
Length (Ls) 
The response lag of the fuel liquid-film 
thickness (t1， tz and t3) increase with the 
change of throttle valve of carburettor (ムC)and
the length of intake pipe (Ls) as shown in Fig. 
29 and 30. 
3.4 Distribution of Fuel Liquid-Film Flow 
under Transitional Operation 
10 N二 1500，pm 
Fig. 30 Respons巴timelag (らん)of fuelliquid 
film thickness 
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Fig. 31 Behavior of fuel liquid-film thickness 
during transi tional operation 
We recorded the history of fuelliquid-film thickness while changing rapidly the opening 
of carburettor (8) or the engine speed (N) for the purpose of knowing the qualitative behavior 
on the distribution of fuelliquid-film flow quantity. The typical results are presented in Fig. 
31， in which show the behavior of fuel liquid-film thickness while the throttle valve of 
carburettor is rapidly opened or closed. Moreover， the result during an accelerating 
(293) 
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operation with ful throttle shown in Fig. 31 
shows the history of its thickness under a 
rapidly open throttle acceleration started from 
1000 rpm.. From these figures， itis seen that 
the thickness of fuel liquid-film flowing to 
individual cylinder show the differencial 
behavior at al the engine operating condition， 
in particular， the thickness before the carbu-
rettor opening is changed affects largely on 
these behavior. Such a tendency is shown in 
even the case of decelerating operation as 
presented in Fig. 32， which shows the results 
;斗ー斗ν ヰ三j-
during only a decelerating running with ful _C 
throttle and under a rapidly close throttle 
deceleration started from 2000 rpm.. How 
5 15 
ever， since the supplied states of fuel liquid-
film flow during a transient running are 
complex as mentioned above， it is necessary 
to perform the quantitative explanation on the 
distribution of fuel liquid-film flow quantity 
and on the influence of various factors in order 
Fig. 32 Behavior of fuel liquid-film thickness 
during transitional. 
to eliminate a transitional state from a stationary running. 
4. Postscript 
The authors have measured the fuelliquid-film thickness from its electric conductivity 
and the flow rate with a separator to investigate the behavior of fuel liquid-film flow a 
stationary operation， the influence of running condition on the fuelliquid-film flow rate. We 
have further inferred its fuel supply condition on the basis of the behavior of fuelliquid-film 
thickness under a transitional operation， pointed out that the fuelliquid-film flow has a large 
influence on effective mixture formation and has described， at the same time， the influence 
of running factors. 
In general， with low engine speed and small opening of carburettor， the distribution of 
fuel liquid-film to individual cylinder in multi-cylinder engine is very poor. And yet， the 
distribution state are governed by the dimension of intake manifold and the engine operating 
conditions. Moreover， itis surmised from the behavior liquid-film thickness that the flow 
distribution during a transitional running is remarkably ununiform. Therefore， itis necessary 
to certify in detail the effects of various factors versus the distribution. 
(Received May. 22， 1976) 
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